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LMC OFFICE CHRISTMAS/NEW YEAR OPENING TIMES
The office will close on Monday 24th December at 3pm.
It will be open normal hours Thursday 27th December & Friday 20th December
And close at 3pm on Monday 31st December.
Opening for normal hours again on Wednesday 2nd January 2019.
Emergency Contact Number When Office is Closed:-

The Exec Team - 07393 567270
Dr Rodney Brittan - 07725 138103

A MESSAGE FROM DR PETER GRAVES
It is that time of the year when I like to thank the staff here at the LMC, who are working tirelessly to
steer practices through the storm they face and find the sunnier future; the LMC Representatives that
support us, especially those that stand on the stage at the Annual Conference of LMCs to voice your
opinions and concerns; and the Board that guide me to provide what practices and GPs need from
their LMC.

In February and March we will be holding our LMC elections. At such challenging times, it is critical
that the LMC shows strength and unity, in order to support the profession and colleagues. Further,
we have a number of interesting projects building practice resilience and encouraging workforce
recruitment. So, it is a really exciting time to become an LMC Representative – do put yourself
forward for election in February. I’m always happy to discuss the roles of Representatives with
those wondering whether it is worth it, so don’t hesitate to call to enquire.
It’s also that time of the year when I can’t help reflecting over the last year and gearing up for a new
year ahead.
For two years now, we have really focused on trying to understand the widening gap between thriving
and struggling practices; why some can recruit, but others can’t. Slowly, our database and
understanding are building up. It is interesting how GPs are taught to reflect upon their clinical
practice and yet many have difficulties reflecting upon their business. Our in-depth evaluation of
practices gives them a chance to assess the subjective, comparative data we present them and reflect
upon their position. As the expectations on GPs to look after ever more complex patients increase,
they have less time to run their businesses. We still find some practices maintaining the attitude that
unless a GP is seeing patients, then his or her work is not valued. This then leads to some poor soul
trying to do the difficult job of running the business side of the practice as a part-time activity outside
working hours: this is simply inadequate. Today, general practice isn’t a small ‘corner shop’ business,
it is a £multi-million turnover, Small to Medium sized Enterprise or SME. Not surprisingly, therefore,
one recurring feature of thriving practices is a valued, highly experienced senior practice or business
manager – often as not, a partner – with an executive team.
We at the LMC are kicking the New Year off with a ‘Business Fundamentals’ modular programme –
already over-subscribed – to teach the new generation of doctors the importance of running a
successful business (see page 6 of this newsletter). Without the business, there is nowhere to see
the patients.

So, my Christmas and New Year message to all practices is - if you haven’t already done
so - “Take some valuable time out to look at your business: really evaluate the financial
stability, understand the cashflow and, importantly, invest in your most vital asset, your
management team and your staff, and, of course, look after your own wellbeing”.

The Beds & Herts LMC Annual Report is now published – click here to view….Annual Report
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Patient choice of pharmacy and possible inducement
GPC have been informed that a medical practice has received marketing material from a printing and
mailing company which offers a reduced postage rate if medical practices agree to allow an information
leaflet promoting a specific distance-selling pharmacy to accompany any correspondence to patients.
The local LMC has reported this to the GMPC and GPC urges practices not to engage with this initiative,
as there is concern that participating in it may have implications in relation to patients’ free choice of
pharmacy and also that the offer of reduced postage costs may constitute an “inducement”.
Read the GPC guidance on prescription direction here.

“Take good care of carers and then the carers can, and will, take good care of patients”
– The LMC is here to help
The Wounded Healer Conference – October 2018
If there was ever a question about why the LMC invests so much time and energy into pastoral
care, then the answer was found at this conference. The level of doctor burn out, mental illness
and addiction discussed was enormous. Time spent listening to families and individuals affected
was both upsetting but very powerful in attempting to find the causes of such tragedy for our
peers.
Common themes arose as the causes of practitioner burn out and difficulties ranging from
working in rigid systems, loss of trust and control, fear of complaints and litigation. This
negativity was balanced by a feeling of positivity in looking for ways to prevent such decline.
Here the key messages were: find likeminded colleagues, find time to talk and find some peer
support. These may sound very simple interventions but can be difficult within the high-pressured
work we do.
The pastoral care team at the LMC is available as a resource to all, providing a range of support
from ‘listening’ to more active interventions and signposting.
A message which clearly resonated was “Take good care of carers and then the carers can, and
will, take good care of patients”. Doctors are the carers, we must take good care of ourselves and
our colleagues in the first instance – and the LMC is here for our colleagues. Don’t hesitate to
call for help or advice on 01438 880010.
Provision of information to the CCG
Under the GMS contract, practices are required to provide information that is reasonably requested by
the commissioner in connection with the commissioner’s statutory duties within 28 days. We are aware
that practices often receive requests for information from the CCG with shorter deadlines on them. We
would remind you that unless you have explicitly agreed a shorter deadline, you are under no obligation
to provide information in less than 28 days. You may decide to provide it quicker than this, but that will
be the practice’s decision and taking in to account other competing priorities. We regularly remind CCGs
of this regulation which applies even if the CCG is being asked for this information by another
organisation such as Public Health England or NHS England.
Cervical Cytology Samples
We have been asked to remind all GPs that the sample taker identifier on the form with Cervical
Cytology samples MUST be the same as that on the Sample Taker Register supplied by the Practice
Manager or Cytology Lead. This MUST be the GMC number for doctors or NMC number for nurses.
Please also clearly print (preferably in block capitals) the name of the sample taker on the form; despite
being asked for a signature, please PRINT your name to make sure it is legible. The reason for this is
that the laboratory has to have two identifiers - the name and the number - which has to be the same as
that on the register. The laboratory is not allowed to accept samples from anyone not on the register,
hence any new sample takers details must be supplied to the Lab.
From January samples that do not have the correct information, will be rejected as "Inadequate"
and have to be repeated.
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Flu Vaccine Purchasing 2019/20

The LMC will NOT be negotiating a discounted flu offer to practices for the 2019/20 season. Following
feedback from practices, it was identified that many practices had already placed orders with suppliers
and were offered similar discounts without our offer. We therefore do not feel it adds value for the
LMC to be involved in this process.
If you haven’t placed your orders already, you may want to consider ordering vaccines from Mylan for
the under 65s and Seqiris (FLUAD®) for the over 65s.
Mylan Customer Care Team

Tel: 0800 358 7468 Email: flu@mylan.com

Seqirus Vaccines Ltd

Tel: 0153 045 4288 Email: flu.salesuk@seqirus.com

If you feel you will be impacted by the LMC withdrawing from this offer, please let Helen Bean know on
01438 880010, helenbean@bhlmc.co.uk.
Hepatitis B Vaccination
The provision of Hepatitis B vaccination by GP practices is one of the most complicated contractual areas
that we get asked about. The basic principle is that you must not charge your registered patient for the
provision of any treatment or prescription, except under very specific circumstances that are set out in
the GMS contract.
So you can charge a registered patient for the provision of a Hep B vaccination that is needed because
they are travelling abroad, but you cannot charge a registered patient for the provision of a Hep B
vaccination that is needed for occupational health purposes. As this is such a complicated area, we
recommend that you read the BMA guidance on this that is available via this link.
https://www.bma.org.uk/advice/employment/gp-practices/service-provision/prescribing/vaccination/
hepatitis-b-immunisations
Herts Valleys CCG also has a useful statement specifically about the provision of Hep B for Occupational
Health reasons which you can read here
https://hertsvalleysccg.nhs.uk/application/files/4715/3633/6693/
HVCCG_Hepatitis_B_Occupational_Health_Position_Statement_-_final.pdf
Resilience Update
The first round of the LMC’s resilience programme was funded by NHS England and ran from March 2017
-June 2018. Building on the success of this scheme, we have been awarded further funding to continue
and develop this work. The projects we are currently working on include:
Further GPRP visits and action plans - we have improved both the resilience assessment tool
(RAT) and GPRP process based on the feedback we have received. This includes providing further
support for practices to address their action plans.
Practice Healthcheck Questionnaire (PHQ) - we have developed the original PHQ into an online
tool that can provide practices with individualised feedback as well as identify localities that may
be vulnerable. This is being used in Bedfordshire and Luton and will shortly be sent out in East
and North Herts.
Business Fundamentals for GPs - one of the gaps highlighted by the original LMC GPRP was the
lack of business skills training available to GPs. To address this, we have developed a Business
Fundamentals for GPs programme – see page 6 of this newsletter for more information.
Preparing practices for an Integrated Care System - BLMK STP is one of several STPs that is
piloting an integrated care system (ICS). This is likely to have a significant impact on general
practice over the coming years and we have been awarded funding for a two-part programme
aimed at helping practices to prepare for an ICS. The first phase involves researching the different
models of ICS being used both in the UK and abroad, and the impact they are having on general
practice. The second phase involves working with a small number of forward-thinking practices to
help them prepare to be an active part of the ICS.
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BMA Locum Handbook
The BMA has produced a Locum GP handbook in order to cover all aspects of advice and guidance of
Locum GP work. It is intended to be useful for current and prospective Locum GPs and for the Practices
that engage their services.
At first glance it seems an overlong document but it has links to useful templates, such as the ‘Template
GP Locum induction pack for practices’ in Appendix 2. This 5-page document, is well formatted and can
be personalised and updated relatively easily. In addition to elementary information - it has sections
that you may not have thought to include in your locum packs, which can potentially make life easier
for both parties and safer for patients. An example of this is prescribing protocol for DMARDs - are
bloods checked by the hospital as well as the practice?
The handbook itself includes a lot of detail on the various aspects of being a locum and useful links to
e.g. pension forms. For Practices and Locum GPs there are useful sub-sections such as ‘areas that
frequently prove contentious and should be addressed explicitly’- this includes a list amongst which are:
dealing with nurse queries, signing prescriptions on behalf of other practitioners, telephone triage
outside of agreed surgeries. There are also tips on how to best engage with locums in order to remain
attractive to them. It is certainly worth a glance. Click the link to view: https://www.bma.org.uk/advice/
employment/contracts/sessional-and-locum-gp-contracts/locum-gp-handbook
Locum revalidation guidance
NHS England have published new guidance for locums and doctors in short term placements.
This clarifies that locums do not need to list every practice that they work as part of their
appraisal supporting information. It also provides guidance on induction processes for locums.

New primary care workload observatory
The RCGP Research and Surveillance Centre (RCGP RSC) and Surrey Heartlands Health and Care
Partnership are leading an NHS England-funded project to create a new way to understand the
demand on GPs. The new national ‘workload and case-mix observatory’ will be created at the RCGP
RSC secure data and analytics hub at the University of Surrey and will collect and monitor data from a
network of more than 350 practices across England.
They are looking to increase the number of practices that are currently part of the network, and joining
will provide practices with the opportunity to be at the forefront of this exciting new development.
Further information about this project and how to sign up is available in the attached document.

Home Visiting Guidelines
The Bedfordshire and Hertfordshire LMC Sub-committees have finalised guidelines for GP practices
regarding their obligations to visit patients at home. These have been drawn up in response to reports
from practices about staff in other organisations (such as care home managers or midwives) putting
pressure on GPs to visit patients at home in circumstances that are not indicated on medical grounds.
These guidelines are for GP practices to use, and we will also make sure that other organisations are
aware of these so they can understand the regulations around home visits, and the circumstances under
which a GP may make a decision to visit a patient at home. The key principle is that it is always the GP’s
decision whether to visit based on the medical need of the patient. The guidance is available on the LMC
website via this link: http://www.bedshertslmcs.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2018/11/Home-VisitingGuidelines-FINAL.pdf
Fees for non-commissioned work
We have been informed that some external organisations continue to use the old fees recommendations
from the BMA, as they have not been updated since guidance prohibited the setting of fees. We have
been asked to remind practices that you can set your own fees for work that is not commissioned, and
that you should be charging a reasonable rate to cover your expenses.
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Two week survey – Identifying inappropriate bureaucratic workload shift
The 2017/18 NHS standard contract for secondary care trusts came into force on 1st April 2017 placing
new requirements on hospitals to reduce inappropriate bureaucratic workload shift onto GP practices.
The changes negotiated with NHS England represent a welcome recognition of the importance of
reducing the burden on GP practices.
The LMC’s Quick Wins project group has decided to co-ordinate a two-week survey to identify the
scale of the problem in this area. Details on how to take part have been emailed out to all Practice
Managers.

Portfolio of Business Consultants & Educational Events
For the full list of LMC Consultants please visit our webpage
Why do I need a Partnership Deed?
Capsticks’ Associate Puja Solanki specialises in GP Partnership Law and answers some of the most
frequently asked questions they receive on this topic from GPs and Practice Managers.
Read the full article here
Special discount for Beds and Herts LMC members!
Capsticks is offering a discounted fee (save 25%!) for a limited period of time for the
preparation of your new Deed. We offer a bespoke service and will tailor the Deed to
ensure it meets your actual business requirements. As each Deed is distinct to the individual partnership,
we do not place a limit on our time after the first draft. How much or how little advice you require to
reach a conclusion to the Deed is entirely within your practice’s control so our fees will be based on the
time spent. We will however be completely transparent throughout the process about any additional
costs you may incur after the first draft.
If you would like to proceed and in order to take advantage of this offer, please quote ‘Beds and Herts
LMC’ and email Puja or call her on 0208 780 4173 by 31 December 2018.

Primary Care Direct Seminars, Webinars & Workshops
An ‘Options for Collaboration’ seminar was organised in October in partnership with
Primary Care Direct (PCD) but was cancelled due to low interest. PCD provides all
the business support you may require in one place via a consortium of professional
member organisations such as solicitors, accountants, bid writing specialists,
transformation and support services. They offer a suite of seminars, webinars and
workshops for example;

•
•
•
•
•

Maximising Practice Profits
What’s on the Primary Care Horizon?

Succession Planning – What is It?
Practice Business Planning
Options for Collaboration

If you feel any of these would be of value if organised locally for a small charge, please let me know
helenbean@bhlmc.co.uk.
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LMC Training & Events
In 2018,

80 LMC training courses were delivered engaging 870 delegates.
A huge thank you to everyone who has attended!

For the full training programme January to June 2019, please see the attached or visit our website.
All January courses must be booked by the end of the year!
Please send any suggestions / staff training requirements to helenbean@bhlmc.co.uk.

January Training
23/01/2019
09.30 - 4.00

Understanding Investigations
*NEW*

For all practice staff

View Info

29/01/2019
9.30 - 4.00

Introduction to Ear Irrigation

For Nurses, HCAs

View Info

30/01/2019
09.30 - 4.00

Time Management & Managing Stress For Managers and Team Leaders
*NEW*

View Info

SAVE THE DATE : LMC Roadshows 2019
1.Tuesday 26th February, 6.45 - 9.15pm (Bedfordshire venue TBC)
2.Thursday 14th March , 6.45 - 9.15pm (Beales Hotel, Hatfield)

Business Fundamentals for GPs Programme
Beds & Herts LMC have designed a Business Fundamentals Programme for GPs. With thanks to
funding from Bedfordshire, Luton and Milton Keynes (BLMK) STP the pilot will be delivered
February to July next year. This is a modular programme aimed at new and experienced GPs
interested in taking on more operational and strategic responsibilities within their practice, to
strengthen the practice and help it thrive in the future. 32 GPs and 2 PMs applied, of which 16
have been selected for the first cohort.

Further funding is being sought to deliver this wider across both STPs in our area. If you are
interested in more information please contact Helen Bean, Support Services Manager,
helenbean@bhlmc.co.uk or visit our webpage. If you would like to be added to the priority
information mailing list, please register your expression of interest here.
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GPC Updates
Message from Dr Simon Poole, GPC rep for Bedfordshire and Cambridgeshire
It has been a great privilege to serve as the regionally elected representative on GPC for Bedfordshire
and Cambridgeshire for the last fifteen years. I shall not be seeking re-election in February for the period
from June 2019 to 2020. I believe it is time for a younger candidate to contribute to shaping the future of
General Practice.
I have particularly enjoyed my work as GPC Subcommittee chair for Commissioning, Service Development
and Working at Scale as well as my further elected position as GPC observer on the Council of the RCGP
and the BMA Public Health Medicine Committee and will miss my hard working colleagues at GPC very
much when I demit office.
I would encourage any GP with an interest in the direction of travel of our profession to stand for
election. Inexperience often brings fresh ideas and I believe that the only prerequisite for standing for
the role should be a passion for General Practice and a willingness to learn and to work to improve the
conditions by which we can best serve patients.
I am very happy indeed to be contacted on simon.poole1@nhs.net to explain more about the
responsibilities and opportunities of being elected to the only nationally representative committee for our
profession.
Dr Simon Poole
Have you been impacted by annualisation?
The GPC believes the current arrangements relating to annualisation within the 2015 NHS Pension
Scheme are discriminatory and are prepared to take legal action to address this. In order to help
strengthen their argument against this unacceptable process they need more examples to use as
test cases. Krishan Aggarwal, deputy chair of the GP Sessional subcommittee, explains what
annualisation is and what to do if you have been affected by it. If you have been impacted by
annualisation, please fill out the survey and email GPC with your responses at pensions@bma.org.uk
Falsified Medicines Directive guidance
The Falsified Medicines Directive will become effective on 9 February 2019. The Directive introduces
tougher rules to ensure medicines are safe and that the trade in medicines is rigorously controlled.
This will have an impact on all practices and therefore, they should be preparing for implementation
in order to demonstrate compliance with the Directive. Please go to the BMA website for GPC
guidance and read Krishna Kasaraneni’s, GPC England Executive Team, blog on Brexit and the
Falsified Medicines Directive https://www.bma.org.uk/connecting-doctors/the_practice/b/weblog/
posts/brexit-and-the-falsified-medicines-directive
DWP guidance on completing medical reports
The Department of Work and Pensions (DWP) has published guidance for doctors who are involved
with the benefit system. There is also more specific guidance which has been designed to offer
support to GPs when asked to provide information on behalf of their patients and help clarify the
various different benefits and processes involved. GPC continues to liaise with the DWP and meet
regularly to seek improvements where possible.
Pensions update
The GPC has published an update on the key areas currently affecting GPs with regards to their
pension, including the annual allowance, scheme valuations, death in service benefits for locum
GPs, annualising of GP contributions and related PCSE issues. Read the update here.
The LMC Pension Update seminars in Beds & Herts were cancelled at end of this year due to low numbers. If
you feel this would be useful to attend early next year, please email helenbean@bhlmc.co.uk.
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GP Recruit
£250 for a period of three months
£200 for a period of one month
Contact Michelle Storey on michellestorey@bhlmc.co.uk or 01438
880010

LOOKING FOR A LOCUM
If you are looking for that all important Locum contact Michelle
Storey on michellestorey@bhlmc.co.uk or 01438 880010 who will
register your practice to see all locum availability.

Nurse Bank—Free to Practices paying all their levies
Nurses available in all areas
Contact Michelle Storey on michellestorey@bhlmc.co.uk or 01438
880010

Training, Education and Events
Please see attached the LMC training programme January to June 2019.

To discuss your practice training requirements, please contact Helen Bean, Support
Services Manager on 01438 880010 helenbean@bhlmc.co.uk
For details of all our events and to register for courses online, please visit
www.bedshertslmcs.org.uk/events/list or scan the QR code:

If you would prefer to receive this newsletter by post please email
Sue Holloran, Operations Manager — sueholloran@bhlmc.co.uk

Produced by Beds & Herts Local Medical Committee Ltd Tel: 01438 880010 – Fax: 01438 880013
Website: www.bedshertslmcs.org.uk
Chief Executive: Dr Peter Graves - email: petergraves@bhlmc.co.uk
Operations Manager: Sue Holloran- email: sueholloran@bhlmc.co.uk
Registered as a Company limited by Guarantee
Registered in England No. 5906167
Registered office: The Shires Astonbury Farm Aston Stevenage Herts SG2 7EG

Beds & Herts LMC Training and Events
Updated Dec 2018
January - June 2019
23/01/2019
09.30 - 4.00
29/01/2019
9.30 - 4.00
30/01/2019
09.30 - 4.00

Understanding Investigations
*NEW*
Introduction to Ear Irrigation

All practice staff

View Info

Nurses, HCAs

View Info

Time Management & Managing
Stress *NEW*

Managers, Team
Leaders, Supervisors

View Info

06/02/2019
9.30 - 1.00
07/02/2019
10.00 - 12.30
07/02/2019
2.00 - 4.30
26/02/2019
2.00 - 5.00

Summarising Medical Notes

Admin, Summarisers

View Info

Phlebotomy Update

Nurses, HCAs

View Info

Basic Life Support, Anaphylaxis &
Defib

All practice staff

View Info

Mental Health Module 1 (Herts):

GPs & Nurse leads with
an interest in MH

View Info

28/02/2019
09.30 - 4.00
07/03/2019
10.00 - 12.30
07/03/2019
1.30 - 4.00

Advanced Medical Terminology
*NEW*

All practice staff

View Info

Ear Irrigation Update

Nurses, HCAs

View Info

Effective Chaperoning

All practice staff

View Info

12/03/2019
9.30 - 4.00

Recruiting & Selecting the Right
Candidate *NEW*

Managers, Team
Leaders, Supervisors

View Info

19/03/2019
9.30 - 4.00
20/03/2019
9.00 - 4.30

Leading Change Management

Practice Managers

View Info

Pill Check & Contraceptive Advice

Nurses

View Info

27/03/2019
9.30 - 4.00

Supervisory Skills

Managers, Team
Leaders, Supervisors

View Info

28/03/2019
09.30 - 4.00

Understanding Medical Terminology
*NEW*

All practice staff

View Info

28/03/2019
2.00 - 5.00

Mental Health Module 2 (Herts):

GPs & Nurse leads with
an interest in MH

View Info

02/04/2019
9.30 - 4.00

Effective Appraisals

Managers, Team
Leaders, Supervisors

View Info

25/04/2019
9.30 - 4.00

Introduction to Ear Irrigation

Nurses, HCAs

View Info

Escalating Concerns and Risk
(Safeguarding)

Perinatal Mental Health Update

Training delivered at the LMC offices, Astonbury Farm, Aston, Stevenage, Herts, SG2 7EG unless stated on booking form.
Please go to ‘view Info’ for more information and how to book. Please ensure you have read the terms and conditions before
booking. These courses incur a charge. Payment secures your place. Suggestions for more training welcome.

events@bhlmc.co.uk

01438 880010

Beds & Herts LMC Training and Events
January - June 2019
16/04/2019
2.00 - 5.00

Mental Health Module 3 (Herts): Ado-

GPs & Nurse leads with
an interest in MH

View Info

02/05/2019
03/05/2019

HCA new Immunisers Foundation
Training (must attend both days 9-5)

HCAs

View Info

09/05/2019
9.00 - 1.00

Summarising Medical Notes

Admin, Summarisers

View Info

23/05/2019
2.00 - 5.00

Mental Health Module 4 (Herts): Suicide Risk Assessment

GPs & Nurse leads with
an interest in MH

View Info

23/05/2019
9.30 - 12.30

Ear Irrigation Update

Nurses, HCAs

View Info

23/05/2019
1.30 - 4.00

Effective Chaperoning

All Practice Staff

View Info

04/06/2019
1.00 - 5.00

Travel Health Update

Nurses

View Info

12/06/2019
9.00 - 4.30

Pill Check & Contraceptive Advice

Nurses

View Info

18/06/2019
9.00 - 1.00

Immunisation Update

Nurses

View Info

18/06/2019
2.00 - 5.00

Flu Update

HCAs

View Info

27/06/2019
2.00 - 5.00

Mental Health Module 5 (Herts): Emo-

GPs & Nurse leads with
an interest in MH

View Info

lescent Mental Health Self Harm/Eating
Disorders

tionally Unstable Personality Dis.

Modular Mental Health Programme
For Herts GPs
2.00p.m. – 5.00 p.m. 1.30p.m. (registration and lunch)
HPFT, The Colonnades, Beaconsfield Road, Hatfield, AL10 8YE

Tuesday 26th Feb

Module 1: Escalating Concerns and Risk (Safeguarding)

Thursday 28th
March

Module 2: Perinatal Mental Health Update

Tuesday 16th April

Module 3: Adolescent Mental Health Self Harm/Eating Disorders

Thursday 23rd May

Module 4: Suicide Risk Assessment

Thursday 27th June

Module 5: Emotionally Unstable Personality Disorders

View Info
You can
attend as
many modules
as you like
Book 3, by
end of the
year and pay
for 2! £30 per
module

Training delivered at the LMC offices, Astonbury Farm, Aston, Stevenage, Herts, SG2 7EG unless stated on booking form.
Please go to ‘View Info’ for more information and how to book. Please ensure you have read the terms and conditions before
booking. These courses incur a charge. Payment secures your place. Suggestions for more training welcome.

events@bhlmc.co.uk

01438 880010

Surrey Heartlands and Royal College of GPs to create a new primary care workload
observatory
Surrey Heartlands Health and Care Partnership and the Royal College of General Practitioners’
Research and Surveillance Centre (RCGP RSC) are at the centre of an NHS England-funded project to
create a new way to understand the demand on GPs. The new national ‘workload and case-mix
observatory’ will be created at the RCGP RSC secure data and analytics hub at the University of
Surrey which is an internationally renowned source of information, analysis and interpretation. It
collects and monitors data from a network of more than 350 practices across England. The Centre is
a major contributor to the monitoring of vaccine effectiveness.
GPs are busy and under pressure. This project aims to provide hard, near real time evidence on
current workload levels as well as provide a picture of the complexity of cases that are increasingly
being seen in general practice. This in turn will help drive national policy and inform national
strategy.
The project consists of 4 key components as follows:
•
•
•
•

To increase the number of practices in the RCGP RSC network both nationally and locally
To develop the dashboard currently produced for network practices to include information
about workload
To develop a questionnaire with which to collect additional qualitative information about
general practice workload to compliment the quantitative data collected via the dashboard
To develop an e-learning package to explain the use of the dashboard and assist with the
improvement of data collection

Some of the questions we are looking to answer are:
•
•
•
•

Why do people go to see their GP?
What is the range of problems being seen in primary care?
What is the number of issues brought to each consultation?
What numbers are involved?

From which we then hope to look at:
•
•
•
•

What targeted interventions will help relieve workload pressures
What conditions don’t need to be seen by a GP
How to optimise the management of long term conditions
What are the key public messages that can be taken forward

We are now looking to increase the number of practices that are currently part of the network.
Joining the network now will provide practices with the opportunity to be at the forefront of and
influential in this exciting new development. In addition, practices will also benefit from:
•
•

Funding to cover completion of membership documentation (£50 if completed within one
week of receipt)
Funding for completion of the e-learning training (£30 per person for up to 3 people). A
certificate will be provided as evidence for CPD

•
•
•
•

Funding for completion of the questionnaires (£75 per questionnaire. 2 to be completed)
The opportunity to take part in funded quality improvement initiatives and research. New
opportunities are advertised in the RSC monthly newsletter sent out to all practices in the
network
An individual interactive dashboard which includes continuous feedback on coding. This can
in turn be used as evidence of constant quality improvement for CQC inspection
Free Research Ready Advanced accreditation (usual fee £50 annually)

In terms of the time commitment involved, there is a Service Level Agreement to be signed as well as
a number of data sharing agreements. Then all that’s left to be done is press the button to allow
data extraction to proceed. Data extraction is entirely automated.
To find out more about the project, the network and how to sign up, please contact one of the
Practice Liaison Officers:
•
•
•

Ivelina Yonova. Email: i.yonova@surrey.ac.uk. Telephone: 01483 682758
Mariya Hriskova. Email: m.hriskova@surrey.ac.uk. Telephone: 01483 684273
Manasa Tripathy. Email: m.tripathy@surrey.ac.uk. Telephone: 01483 688293

Or contact the RSC’s Medical Director: MedicalDirectorRSC@rcgp.org.uk
Further information about the RCGP Research and Surveillance Centre can also be found at
www.rcgp.org.uk/rsc.

